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Dear Ms Simmonds
Inquiry into Drug Law Reform
The Adult Parole Board of Victoria is grateful for the invitation to make a written submission to the
Inquiry into Drug Law Reform being undertaken by the Law Reform, Road and Community Safety
Committee of the Victorian Parliament.
The purpose of this submission is to appraise the Committee of the dominance of illegal drug use as a
contributor to the cancellation of parole. This has system‐wide implications, of which the Committee
should be aware.
Adult Parole Board of Victoria
The Adult Parole Board is an independent statutory entity established under the Corrections Act 1986.
The Board is comprised of members appointed by the Governor in Council. There are currently 32
members of the Board –


15 judicial members, including the Chairperson and Deputy Chairperson (the Chairperson is full
time appointment, and the other judicial members are sessional members)



13 sessional community members



3 full time members



The Secretary to the Department of Justice and Regulation (although the Secretary is a
member of the Board, the current and past practice has been that the Secretary does not
actively participate in Board operations).

The Chairperson of the Board must be a current or retired judge of the Supreme Court or County
Court.

Primary function of the Adult Parole Board
The primary function of the Adult Parole Board is to make parole decisions for eligible prisoners. This
includes making decisions to grant, deny, revoke or cancel parole, as well as decisions about the
imposition and variation of conditions on a parole order.
Eligible prisoners are those who are undergoing a sentence of imprisonment with a non‐parole
period.
Section 73A of the Corrections Act 1986 (operative from 20 November 2013) requires the Board to
give paramount consideration to the safety and protection of the community in determining whether
to make or vary a parole order, cancel a prisoner’s parole or revoke the cancellation of parole.
To inform its decisions, the Board receives written reports and information from Corrections Victoria.
The information provided to the Board may include information sourced from Victoria Police.
While on parole, a prisoner is still under sentence (they are serving their sentence in the community
rather than in prison). The purpose of parole is to provide a structured, supervised and supported
transition to the community toward the end of a sentence, with the aim of reducing the risk of the
prisoner re‐offending.
Number of decisions
In its Annual Report for 2015‐16, the Board reported that it received 1,841 applications for parole
during the reporting year, and made a total of –


883 decisions to grant parole



622 decisions to deny parole



42 decisions to revoke parole (parole may be revoked after a decision is made to grant parole
but before the parole order takes effect).

These decisions incorporate decisions about parole in the first instance and decisions about re‐parole
(a prisoner may apply for re‐parole after having a previous parole episode cancelled).
Cancellation of parole
The Board has a broad general discretion to cancel parole. Additionally, it must consider whether to
cancel parole in legislated circumstances, and parole is automatically cancelled in other legislated
circumstances.
In 2015‐16 the Board made 387 decisions to cancel parole.
When the Board determines to cancel parole, it issues a warrant for the arrest and return to custody
of the prisoner on parole. Victoria Police members execute the warrant and return the prisoner to
custody. Unless the Board otherwise directs, any time spent on parole prior to cancellation will not
count as time served under the sentence (sections 77B(2)(b) and 77C of the Corrections Act 1986).

A prisoner whose parole has been cancelled may apply to the Board to be re‐paroled. If the
application is accepted, the Board will request Corrections Victoria to provide detailed reports for the
Board to consider.
Reasons for cancellation – drug use
Since 2015‐16 the Board has kept records about the reasons it cancels parole. The most common
reason for cancellation in 2015‐16 was drug use. In 64.6% of the Board’s cancellation decisions (250
decisions), drug use was either the sole, or one, reason (there can be multiple reasons behind a
decision to cancel parole). In the 250 matters where drug use was the sole or a contributing reason
for parole cancellation, the predominant drug used was amphetamine or methylamphetamine (167
matters, or 66.8% of the cancellations involving drug use).
Despite a reduction in the number of parole cancellation decisions, the interim figures for the 2016‐17
reporting year show that this situation is continuing. At the time of writing this submission, almost
70% (69.7%) of parole cancellation decisions involve drug use as the sole reason or one of the
reasons. Again, the most common form of drug used has been amphetamine or methylamphetamine
(60.9%).
Drug use on parole is of concern to the Board for several reasons. Often drug use is associated with
re‐offending and other concerning behaviour. Drug use (particularly methylamphetamine use) can
lead to erratic behaviour, increasing the risk of re‐offending, and the type and frequency of re‐
offending. Drug use is an expensive addiction to fuel which can lead the user to engage in criminal
activity to fund their use. All of these scenarios contribute to an escalation of risk of re‐offending and
pose significant community safety concerns.
Why is this important?
The Committee will no doubt receive information about the prevalence of drug use in criminal
offending, and the impact this has on the criminal justice system, the corrections system (including
the community corrections system), and the community.
The Board wants the Committee to understand that the impact of drug use on the corrections system
does not stop after the sentence has been imposed, or after a prisoner is released on parole.
Whenever the Board cancels parole, the prisoner will be returned to custody (when arrested under
warrant). Unless the Board otherwise directs, none of the time a prisoner spends on parole before it is
cancelled will count as time served under the sentence. This means that a prisoner who returns to
custody after parole has been cancelled must serve the time remaining on the sentence in prison,
including any time that they were on parole, unless otherwise directed by the Board.
Therefore, the use of drugs on parole and the return of parolees to custody for drug use has a direct
and significant impact on the corrections system.
Not only is this impact absorbed by the community through the cost of imprisoning parolees who
return to custody and additional pressure on limited prison resources, but the impacts are also felt
through the association of cancelled parolees with other convicted criminals and by keeping them

